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ABSTRACT
Vulnerabilities in software systems result from faults, which occur

at different stages in a software’s life cycle, for example, in the

design (i.e., undesired feature-interactions), the development (i.e.,

buffer overflows), or the operation (i.e., configuration errors). Vari-

ous databases provide detailed information about vulnerabilities in

software systems or the way to exploit it, but face severe limitations.

The information is scattered across these databases, fluctuates in

quality and granularity, and provides only an insight into a sin-

gle vulnerability per entry. Even for a single software system it is

challenging for any security-related stakeholder to determine the

threat level, which consists of all vulnerabilities of the software

system and its environment (i.e., operating system). Manual vul-

nerability management is feasible only to a limited extend if we

want to identify all configurations that are affected by vulnerabili-

ties, or determine a system’s threat level and the resulting risk we

have to deal with. For variant-rich systems, we also have to deal

with variability, allowing different stakeholders to understand the

threats to their particular setup. To deal with this variability, we

propose vulnerability feature models, which offer a homogeneous

view on all vulnerabilities of a software system. These models and

the resulting analyses offer advantages in many disciplines of the

vulnerability management process. In this paper, we report the re-

search plan for our project, in which we focus on the model-based

evaluation of vulnerabilities. This includes research objectives that

take into account the design of vulnerability feature models, their

application in the process of vulnerability management, and the

impact of evolution, discovery, and verification of vulnerabilities.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Vulnerability management; • Soft-
ware and its engineering→ Software product lines.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The threat level of a software system is determined by its vulner-

abilities, which are the main reason for an exploitation [36, 46].

A cyber criminal attacks an existing vulnerability and tries to ex-

ploit a software, and in consequence the whole system, to perform

unauthorized actions, like information theft or sabotage. Vulnera-

bilities are identified and published every day by different entities,

for example security researchers or software vendors. The same

way, new exploits and detailed information about the exploitation

become public. As long as a vulnerability is not closed, by patches

or reconfiguration, the software remains vulnerable and endangers

the entire system or the whole IT infrastructure.

Many databases provide extensive information about vulnerabil-

ities, exploits, and other security issues, for example:

• Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE),
1

• National Vulnerability Databases (e.g., the US NVD
2
),

• Exploit Database,
3
and

• rapid7 Vulnerability and Exploit Database
4

Any of these databases can comprise information about a software’s

security problems, such as the vulnerability (Which software is ex-

ploited?), exploit (How is a vulnerability exploited?), configurations

(What version is affected?), and risk and vulnerability management

(How to deal with the risk?). So, this information is highly impor-

tant for any security-related stakeholder that is involved in the

software’s life cycle. However, this information is scattered across

these databases, describes often only a single stakeholder’s per-

spective [48], and fluctuates in quality and granularity [43]. This

makes it difficult to determine the threat level of a software system,

which is also influenced by many other factors. Already during the

analysis of a single software system, we have to consider many de-

pendencies. This includes all vulnerabilities that exist in a particular

version of a software as well as in the environment it interacts with

(i.e., other software systems or libraries) or is operated in (i.e., the

operating system). If we want to identify all affected configurations,

especially in variant-rich software system, we are faced with a huge

variability within this vulnerability information, for which a man-

ual management is not feasible. To overcome these limitations, we

propose an approach that focuses on the acquisition of all existing

information about vulnerabilities in a model that is able to capture

1
https://cve.mitre.org/

2
https://nvd.nist.gov

3
https://www.exploit-db.com

4
https://www.rapid7.com/db
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this variability. In software product line engineering, feature mod-

els have become established to manage the variability of software

systems, wherein features are used to describe certain user-visible

aspects, quality or characteristics [3, 10, 25, 42]. We propose a vul-
nerability feature model that provides a homogeneous view of all

vulnerabilities in a software system, considering the interactions

with its environment. Instead of focusing only on a specific vulner-

able version, our model allows us to determine the threat level of all

vulnerable configurations, including vulnerabilities that result from

their relationships and dependencies. We are not focusing on the

security of software product lines (SPLs) [3, 47], but on all software

systems that are documented as vulnerable, wherein we make use

of SPL techniques and infrastructures to handle the configuration

of software landscapes. Our model enables each security-related

stakeholder, to analyze and manage the variability of vulnerabili-

ties in an effective way. Depending on a stakeholder’s perspective

(e.g., assessing the security of the infrastructure), our model is the

basis for customized views and analyses that provide additional,

novel information within vulnerability management. To this end,

we want to address various scenarios, for example to support the

vulnerability management of a company, wherein our model is used

during the (re)configuration of software systems or landscapes and

providing analyses of the threat level, risk and severity as well as

alternative suggestions. Especially, in more extensive scenarios, like

a service provider of cloud-based services, we have to deal with

various system configurations that are tailored to a customer’s spe-

cific needs (i.e., software systems a particular version). We also plan

to investigate the management of evolutionary changes and the

discovery of unknown vulnerabilities. These approaches are only

made possible by the vulnerability feature model, and are based on

the information and dependencies stored in it. Finally, our approach

shall help to facilitate the analysis activities of each stakeholder,

improve existing analysis results or provide new ones, and thus

contribute to improving vulnerability management.

The remaining content of the paper is structured as follows.

In Section 2, we introduce relevant terms related to information

about vulnerabilities in software systems, and feature models as a

representation of variability. We summarize our previous case study

and its implications on the research plan in Section 3. In Section 4,

we show related work, before concluding this paper in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe software vulnerabilities and exploits,

how both are organized in specialized databases, and feature models

that we want to use as representation of variability in our project.

For better understanding of terms and relationships in the area

of vulnerability information, we provide an overview of security

concepts and databases in the upper part of Figure 1.

Vulnerability. Mistakes in the life cycle of a software system,

for example, in specification, configuration or development, cause

weaknesses in the security system, which allow attackers to gain

access to a system and manipulate it [36, 46]. This can lead to

behavior that has an impact on the security or survivability of a

software system [4] and is expressed by access to software itself,

the internally stored data or the system beyond.
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Figure 1: Overview of security concepts, databases and re-
search objectives.

Stolen or cracked login data is usually the first entry point into

a corporate network for hackers. This is accomplished through

botnet-based remote attacks or malware stored in compromised

emails. Afterwards, the execution of malicious code on a local

system (e.g., via SQL injections [15], or buffer-overflows [9]) allows

an attacker to perform further actions.While this is only a small part

of a hacker’s portfolio, the presence of exploitable vulnerabilities is

critical to the success of a cyber attack.

Exploit. The second important requirement after the vulnerability

itself, is the presence of an exploit, of which more and more are

identified every day. An exploit is a systematic way to make use

of vulnerabilities in a system’s architecture [36]. Those exploits

attempt to force a break at the vulnerable parts. As our first case

study also confirmed, an attacker needs detailed information about

the victim system and its environment [26].

CVE. Vulnerabilities and exploits are important elements for the

data acquisition and analysis. Very common is a unique identifier,

which is used to map related content through databases. CVE has

become the default industry standard and is also established in

academia—with The MITRE Corporation operating the corre-

sponding information system. All entries together form the CVE-

list, a dictionary of publicly disclosed vulnerabilities that actually

contains more than 137 thousand
5
entries. After a vulnerability is

discovered and analyzed within an additional audit process, The

MITRE Corporation creates a new CVE-Identifier (CVE-ID) and

assigns it [37] (see Figure 1, left). Figure 2 shows an CVE-entry

CVE-2014-1511,6, which we used in our previous case study [26].

Each entry contains the CVE-ID, a brief textual description with

facts about the vulnerability, and a reference list with links to data

sources with additional information. Such links include various

types of websites, such as the developers’ security advisory or

5
manually determined from http://cve.mitre.org (2020-06-17)

6
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-1511

http://cve.mitre.org
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-1511
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Figure 2: Excerpt of CVE-2014-1511.6

bug tracker, confirming the vulnerability, as well as other vulner-

ability and exploit databases. Operating system vendors, in this

case Debian, Gentoo, and RedHat, also analyze vulnerabilities and

provide additional information if the vulnerability is part of their

distributions and is delivered through them (see Figure 1, right).

Vulnerability Databases. Vulnerabilities are tracked in different

databases, such as CVE
1
or NVD

2
. The provided information varies

depending on the database. Often, the required software variant,

version, and operating system —also with variant and version— is

included. In most cases, however, this information is stored in pure

textual form (see Figure 2). In addition, metrics, such as the Common

Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) metrics [37, 49] of the NVD

are used to describe and assess characteristics of a vulnerability

and help to quantify the severity of potential exploitation.

Exploit Databases. Exploit databases report vulnerabilities in

terms of how a vulnerability in a software system can be exploited,

providing malicious code or even detailed instructions. This infor-

mation is also provided in plain text and often has a back reference

to a CVE-ID. If the exploit specializes on a single scenario or a

group of scenarios, detailed specifications are provided. These spec-

ifications indicate, which combinations of a software system and

operating system have been successfully exploited.

Exploit databases also contain entries that actually belong to

separate data sets with ready-to-use attack scenarios. They are

embedded into frameworks that allow the automatic simulation of

attack scenarios for a given vulnerability, including the provision of

the necessary infrastructure. The MetaSploit Framework (MSF) [35]

is the most prominent example where more than 3,800 modules

have been assembled. Each of them allows to execute attacks on a

software system.

Vulnerability Management. Vulnerability management plays a

central role for the security posture of an organization [57] and is

defined as cyclical practice of identification, classification, prioriti-

zation, remediation, and mitigation of vulnerabilities in a software

system or landscape [12].

Variability in Software Systems. Variability is described as the

ability of a software system to be tailored for the use in a particular

context by its efficient extension, changing, customization or config-

uration [52]. The management of a software system’s commonality

and variability has evolved as a central concern in the engineering

of software product lines [3, 47]. Variability is described by features

of the software system that represent certain user-visible aspects,

quality or characteristics and are used to define variants [25].

Variability Model. Variability models, and especially feature mod-

els, have become established in academia and industry [3, 10, 25, 42].

Feature models have been introduced in the FODA method [25]

and are used to organize the commonalities and variabilities of a

software system in an abstract manner, using features to represent

different variants of a software product line.

In the basic notation, feature models describe all valid variants

of an SPL in a hierarchical, tree-based structure using four rela-

tions between parent features and one or more child features and

cross-tree constraint for additional dependencies. In addition, many

extensions to feature models have been proposed, such as extended

feature models [6], which introduce one or more attribute rela-

tions to features to find an optimal variant by evaluating those

attributes, and non-functional properties [50], which define specific

characteristics in addition to functionality and are evaluate during

optimization. Extended feature models allow to store additional

information to a feature, for example, CVSS metrics.

3 RESEARCH PLAN
A complete analysis of vulnerabilities in software systems to de-

termine the threat level is made difficult by various restrictions.

Currently, such analyses usually focus on a certain level, for exam-

ple, the network layer or all accessible ports and services. Detailed

analyzes are not provided and each vulnerability is evaluated on

its own, without considering other relationships and dependencies.

However, to effectively deal with vulnerabilities and reduce the

risks of cyber attacks, the threat level of a software system and its

impacts on the system’s security must be fully understood.

3.1 Case Study and First Results
In our previous case study [26], we evaluated detailed information

about the characteristics of vulnerabilities, their exploitation and

compatible attack scenarios. We extracted this information from

various database and used it to virtualize vulnerable systems in

Docker containers. The MSF contains a number of attack scenarios

as ready-to-use scripts that allowed us to attack these virtualized

systems. This way, we evaluated the suitability of the extracted

information and analyzed the Firefox architecture under attack.

The case study indicates that all relevant information about soft-

ware vulnerabilities and exploits can be extracted form existing

databases by consequently following links, for example, the CVE-ID.

Although we evaluated only 18 attack scenarios for 46 configura-

tions, we had to manually determine all artifacts of information,

which required a lot of effort and was error-prone. We evaluated

almost all available databases to fully describe a configuration, for

example, to determine all affected versions of Ubuntu. Our extrac-

tion and analysis showed that further automation and the inclusion

of other information sources are necessary.

In our case study, we identified objectives that are subsequently

used to define the research plan. These include the design of vulner-

ability feature models (RO1), their application in the vulnerability

management process (RO2), and the impact of evolution, discovery,

and verification of vulnerabilities (RO3).
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3.2 RO1: Modeling Vulnerabilities
With regard to vulnerability modeling, we want to design and de-

velop techniques that allow us to synthesize vulnerability feature

models, which is the currently planned basis, but we will also inves-

tigate alternative model forms. Our first objective is to analyze and

extract the variability of software vulnerabilities that is described

by many information artifacts scattered across multiple databases

(see Figure 1). A comparative survey (RO1.1) must be carried out,

which expands the knowledge from the case study and structures

the information about the available databases, in order to be able

to fully define the starting point for the model synthesis (RO1.2).

Following objectives are addressed:

RO1.1: Conduct a Comparative Survey of Vulnerability Databases

RO1.2: Develop Techniques to Synthesize Vulnerability Feature

Models

RO1.1: Conduct a Comparative Survey of Vulnerability Databases.
The evaluation of a single database will not be sufficient to fully

describe a vulnerability and, moreover, the threat level for a soft-

ware system. Other databases for vulnerabilities and exploits and

any kind of related source (i.e., security advisories, bug tracker)

must also be evaluated. We will perform a comprehensive survey

of the database landscape, which will help us to determine the sig-

nificance of each database, and whether we need to consider them

in the context of our model synthesis. This will allow us to evaluate

the characteristic of each database, the data stored in it, and the

dependencies between the databases as well as within the data. In

our comparative survey, we address the following topics:

• databases and dependencies

• information composition and structure

• metrics (i.e. CVSS) and enumerations (i.e. CPE)
7

• verification and history of vulnerabilities

• options for automatized extraction

The resulting comparative survey will provide necessary details

about the existing databases and the data stored. According to

a first literature search, there are approaches where one or more

databases are used as data sources. As far as we know, a few surveys

exist that analyze the internal structures of these databases [34, 44,

53]. However, they only focus on a single database, or if multiple

databases are analyzed, they are considered separately without

evaluating connections or dependencies. The comparative survey

is the result of RO1.1 and is needed immediately for RO1.2.

RO1.2: Develop Techniques to Synthesize Vulnerability FeatureMod-
els. For the synthesis of vulnerability feature models, all relevant

information must be extracted from the selected databases. The

comparative survey will give us guidance on which database we

have to evaluate first and which characteristics will be relevant.

Based on this, we have to develop a technique that is able to:

(1) automatically extract and link vulnerability information,

(2) semi-automatically connect the information and synthesize

a vulnerability feature model.

In order to achieve these requirements, we provide advanced anal-

ysis techniques to evaluate all necessary information stored as

artifacts scattered across databases. In the first step, we follow the

7
https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe

comparative survey to build an extraction mechanism. By using

explicit information (i.e., CVE-ID, external references), we are able

to map all of this information, but we will be faced with many

different kinds of information (i.e., natural language descriptions

and exploit guidelines) that need to be extracted automatically. The

composition of the information is influenced by our other two re-

search objectives (RO2 and RO3), since these require an enlarged

spectrum of information, in order to be able to carry out, for exam-

ple, risk (RO2.2) or history (RO3.1) analyses. This will also influence

the structure of the vulnerability feature model and the way in

which further information can be stored and evaluated later. Ex-

tended feature models [6] or non-functional properties [50] seem

to be good opportunities to advance in this direction.

Independently of this decision, the information is connected

in the second step and used to synthesize a vulnerability feature

model. We assume that the connection step must be carried out

semi-automatically, and that we have to provide mechanisms for

manual corrections. After completing this work, we can provide a

mechanism to generate vulnerability feature models.

RO1: Modeling Vulnerabilities

Evaluate exisiting databases for vulnerabilities in a comparative

survey (RO1.1). The resulting knowledge is essential for the au-

tomatic extraction of vulnerability information in RO1.2. Using

the extraction and connection mechanisms, we can generate

vulnerability feature models semi-automatically.

3.3 RO2: Vulnerability Management
After we synthesize a vulnerability feature model, various research

topics in the handling of vulnerabilities and the resulting threat

level will be addressed, expecting many advantages from our model-

based information processing (see Figure 1). The interrelated knowl-

edge about vulnerabilities in software systems, as provided by our

approach of vulnerability feature model, is of particular interest in

vulnerability management which we want to support and improve

by the following objectives:

RO2.1: Determine the Threat Level of Software Systems

RO2.2: Analyze Risk and Severity of Existing Vulnerabilities

RO2.3: Optimize the Threat Level Through Alternative Configura-

tions

Each of these objectives can be assigned to one or more disciplines

of the general vulnerability management process, as shown below.

RO2.1: Determine the Threat Level of Software Systems. We can

determine the threat level of a software system or landscape (i.e.,

the IT infrastructure of an organization) by mapping them to our

vulnerability feature model. This concerns the first two steps of

the vulnerability management process, namely the identification

and classification of the vulnerabilities of a software system. In our

approach, the vulnerabilities for a software system are identified by

creating a configuration for the vulnerability feature model, which

describes the configuration of the system (i.e., underlying oper-

ating system and the installed software). The configuration must

be precisely defined in order to identify certain version-specific

vulnerabilities. The second step is to evaluate the exploitability of

the vulnerabilities and classify their severity. With our approach,

this information does not have to be determined manually, as the

https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe
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relevant information is extracted from exploit databases and stored

in the vulnerability feature model and linked to the vulnerability.

The information provided in vulnerability feature model enables

security-related stakeholder to achieve the remediation and miti-

gation steps of the vulnerability management process. This way,

concrete activities can be selected to secure the software system or

landscape or at least protect it from known vulnerabilities. Simple

and straightforward activities, such as installing patches, includ-

ing the operating system and other applications, can be used here.

Furthermore, the vulnerability feature model can help to detect

vulnerabilities that are caused by dependencies to other software

systems used in the same context. Such vulnerabilities are not ad-

dressed by a separate consideration of a single software system.

RO2.2: Analyze Risk and Severity of Existing Vulnerabilities. Risk
and severity analyses are important techniques used in the steps

classification and prioritization of the vulnerability management

process. A severity analysis helps to understand the level of risk

that may be caused by a vulnerability. The risk analysis includes a

prioritization by which a sequence for addressing the vulnerabilities

in the steps remediation andmitigation is defined. Usually, the CVSS

metrics are used to provide an estimation of severity and is also

used in the risk assessment.

Following the approach of extended feature models [6], CVSS or

any other metric can be stored in the vulnerability feature model

as attributes and thus can be evaluated in our approach. Risk esti-

mates and severity analyses can be directly supported by the model,

taking into account such metric values for each vulnerability of an

analyzed software system. The vulnerability feature model will also

provide an expanded, possibly improved, view of risk and severity.

Our approach focuses not only on a specific vulnerability, but on

the entire threat level of the software system, which is determined

by various factors. We can consider every vulnerability for a par-

ticular software configuration, including the context, for example,

the operating system or a dependent software systems. This way,

we develop techniques to determine the overall risk and prevent

misjudgments, that occur when considering the risk of vulnera-

bilities individually. Once the remediation step is completed, the

vulnerability feature model can be used to determine the threat

level for the updated system. At this point, optimization problems,

such as those in feature models with attributes or non-functional

properties, should also be examined in order to choose the right

strategy for multiple upgrade options and reduce the risk as much

as possible. Existing research on extended feature models and non-

functional properties seems to be a good opportunity to advance in

this direction [5, 16].

RO2.3: Optimize the Threat Level Through Alternative Configu-
rations. We offer alternative configurations that support the re-

mediation and mitigation steps in the vulnerability management

process to optimize the threat level. These steps determine which

update must be performed or which countermeasure is applied if

the software system cannot be updated or the risk is not sufficiently

reduced after an update.

Our approach reduces the risk from vulnerabilities by providing

alternative configurations. We optimize the current configuration

of a software system or a landscape and provide a new form of coun-

termeasure in the remediation and mitigation. Such optimizations

are very valuable for vulnerability management and offer a promis-

ing alternative to approaches, such as encapsulating an unpatchable

but necessary system or purchasing special security systems. Al-

ternatives may include changing the operating system (e.g., Linux

instead of Windows), replacing or removing parts of the software

stack (e.g., HTML5 instead of Adobe Flash), and switching to al-

ternative software systems in the same range of application (e.g.,

Google Chrome instead of Mozilla Firefox). In research on feature

modeling, extension concepts have emerged, such as optimization

of configurations, which are the foundations on which we can rely

to provide alternative configurations [45, 50]. In industry, there

are scenarios that define specific optimization requirements. Some

parts of the software stack may be mandatory in a certain version

or configuration and may not be updated, switched or reconfigured.

RO2: Vulnerability Management

Using the vulnerability feature model to determine the threat

level (RO2.1) will improve the identification and classification

steps in the vulnerability management process. Risk and sever-

ity analyses (RO2.2) can be improved by assessing the threat

level for all vulnerabilities of a software and its environment

instead of a separate evaluation. Alternative configurations

(RO2.3) optimize the feature selection in the vulnerability fea-

ture model and provide a new form of countermeasurement

that helps to reduce the risk by suggesting modifications or

replacements to the software stack.

3.4 RO3: Evolution, Discovery, and Verification
Both, software systems and vulnerability information, evolve over

time and will influence our vulnerability feature model, for example,

by adding further vulnerable configurations. The evolution may

force us to improve the model itself and the mechanisms behind

it, but the analysis of this evolution may also help us to discover

unknown vulnerabilities, missing configurations, and verify exist-

ing ones. This results in the following three objectives, which are

discussed separately to examine the implications for vulnerability

feature models and analyses techniques (see Figure 1).

RO3.1: Manage Evolution of Software Systems and Vulnerability

Information

RO3.2: Discover Unknown Vulnerabilities

RO3.3: Verify Existing Vulnerabilities

RO3.1: Manage Evolution of Software Systems and Vulnerability In-
formation. New vulnerabilities or exploits are disclosed with a high

frequency and are subject to constant change. This includes editing

and correcting existing information or extending it, for example by

adding links to other advisories or new types of vulnerable config-

urations. These changes describe the evolution of a vulnerability

over time and affect the vulnerability feature model, techniques

based on it, and analyses that have already been performed (RO2.1).

The CVSS metrics are recalculated based on changes and over time,

which affects risk and severity considerations (RO2.2) as well as

alternative configurations (RO2.3).

In order to reflect these changes in the vulnerability feature

model, appropriate change tracking and management techniques

must be established. This also requires a validation step in which

we analyze the nature of the change and determine the associated
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impact in advance. Approaches for software product lines must also

deal with evolution and offer different solutions [29, 39, 59]. Logic

feature mapping or model slices could be options for dealing with

evolution. In our approach, we have to consider model changes and

the impact on existing techniques and analyses, rather than the

evolutionary impact at code level.

RO3.2: Discover Unknown Vulnerabilities. Using the feature model

as the basic notation allows us to rely on existing tools and analysis

mechanisms. Those mechanisms may help us to find inconsisten-

cies while evaluating the logical expression that represents the

model or parts of it. Given the information about a software sys-

tem’s vulnerabilities caused by its environmental dependencies

(i.e., libraries), we may be able to apply this knowledge to software

systems with identical or similar dependencies, possibly also for

transitive relationships. Those analyses may point to configurations

of our vulnerability feature model that are also vulnerable, even if

no information about them is stored in the databases.

The discovery of unknown vulnerabilities would be an added

value for vulnerability management, which could be achieved by

using our vulnerability feature model. It would also allow us to test

the reliability of our approach. An unknown vulnerability would

not be integrated directly in our model, but would be processed

separately. Additional verification steps must be performed, before

this information is passed to a vulnerability authority.

RO3.3: Verify Existing Vulnerabilities. Similar to the discovery of

unknown vulnerabilities, we also want to support the verification

of existing vulnerabilities. Our case study and other research [43]

have identified inaccuracies. We will use existing tools and analysis

mechanisms for feature models in a specialized form to identify

conspicuous patterns or sub-trees that could indicate consistency

problems in the databases. If such problems are identified, the in-

formation in the databases can be corrected or stored as additional

information in the vulnerability feature model to be available in our

analyses. Overall, this would improve the data quality and enhance

our analyses (RO2.1–2.3).

RO3: Vulnerability Evolution, Discovery, and Verification

Software systems and vulnerabilities evolve over time, which

is also reflected in the information and its changes. To ensure

the consistency of our analyses, all associated impacts must be

considered (RO3.1). Tools and analysis mechanisms for feature

models can use the information about the evolution to discover

missing vulnerabilities (RO3.2), verify existing vulnerabilities

(RO3.3), and improve the quality of our model and analyses.

3.5 Unaddressed Related Prospects
In our case study, we identified other perspectives that are not

addressed in our project. For the sake of completeness, these ap-

proaches are only briefly explained below.

Tailoring Penetration Testing. A vulnerability feature model en-

ables the creation of tailor-made penetration tests for a software

system or software landscape that has been hardened according to

the threat level. This means that the success of the security harden-

ing can then be examined by attacking the closed vulnerabilities.

Tailoring Vulnerable Victim Systems. The creation of intention-

ally vulnerable systems, as we have created in our case study, can

also be supported. This may range from a simple list or guideline

for manual implementation to a fully automated technique, which

is entirely conceivable, but also presents challenges in many areas.

4 RELATEDWORK
We are aware of related works, but none of them provides a model-

based approach for vulnerability management taking all vulnerable

configurations and its environmental dependencies into account.

Vulnerability Model, Ontology, and Taxonomy. In the research

area of vulnerabilities, models, ontologies or taxonomies are pro-

posed, which are related to our project.

Vulnerability Model. Model-based approaches are used to address

the causes and characteristics of vulnerabilities, to detect them

on code level [31], to predict them using a linear vulnerability

model [2], or for testing [30].

Ontology. In the domain of software vulnerabilities, ontologies are

used to formalize the knowledge about concepts, such as vulnera-

bilities and software systems, and their relationships. The ontology

for vulnerability management (OVM) bases on the NVD and its

standards (i.e., CWE, CPE), and captures the relationships between

IT products, vulnerabilities, attackers, security metrics, counter-

measures, and other relevant concepts [57]. Using this ontology,

instances can be retrieved and used for vulnerability management

or assessment, providing, for example, the vulnerabilities for a sin-

gle software system or even a specific version. A comprehensive

analysis of the threat level does not seem to be possible, so that

the vulnerabilities caused by dependencies in the environment can-

not be considered simultaneously. This requires a new instance in

which, for example, the operating system is examined separately.

Taxonomy. Cyber security taxonomies are used on different levels

of abstraction [21, 54] to describe attacks in general or specific forms

(i.e., web attacks), using details of vulnerabilities, such as the weak-

ness type (CWE), attack type or its impact, to describe the nature of

the attack [18, 28]. There are also taxonomies dealing with specific

areas, such as flaws in software systems (i.e., multi-perspective

program flaws [55]) or networks (i.e., threats to networks [58]).

Existing approaches for vulnerability models differ completely

from our approach and do not deal with capturing all vulnerable

configurations or their dependencies on the environment. Similar

to our approach, ontologies, such as the OVM, relate different vul-

nerability information, but a software system can only be analyzed

separate without considering any of its dependencies, such as the

operating system. Instead of determining the resulting threat level

of a software system by analyzing its vulnerabilities, taxonomies

classify objects (i.e., cyber attacks) according to specific criteria.

Information Processing from Vulnerability Databases. Various vul-
nerability databases have been used to analyze and process the

information they contain for various purposes.

Prediction. Han et al. [17] and Chen et al. [8] use this information

to predict vulnerabilities based on machine-learning. Zhang et al.

[60] conduct an empirical study on the NVD to predict zero-day

exploits, but conclude that a prediction is impossible.
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Reliability. The NVD is evaluated from various perspectives to

check the reliability of the stored information, such as version

data [43], and the CVSS scoring [22].

Centralization. Kim et al. [27] and Rahman et al. [48] focus on

different types of databases to propose a model for a centralized

database that contains aggregated vulnerability information and

can improve vulnerability management.

(Sub-)Domain-specific Analysis. Databases are analyzed to evaluate

the patch behavior of software vendors [41]. Frei et al. [13] perform

a comprehensive analysis to examine the life cycle of a vulnerability

by focusing on the information in its timeline. Massacci and Nguyen

[34] analyze existing databases and propose an new classification

scheme that groups information by vendor.

Existing approaches analyze and process only a certain amount

of vulnerability information. Non of them focuses on the acquisition

of all existing information about vulnerabilities, as our vulnerability

feature model does. A combination of information from several

databases is proposed, but without supporting or improving the

threat level assessment. In contrast to our approach, the information

is only examined individually, without considering the relationships

and dependencies, such as the environment of the software system.

Vulnerability Assessment. There are solutions that can be used

to identify the vulnerabilities of software systems or landscapes.

They are limited to a specific domain (i.e., networks infrastructures,

code, or web applications) for which vulnerabilities are identified

using information from vulnerability databases.

Network Infrastructures. Starting from a network, of, for example,

a company or authority, scanners are used to determine the visible

attack surface from the network’s perspective [33].

For each client, the accessible ports, protocols and hosted ser-

vices are identified, including platform data for the host’s operating

system and for the services provided. In OpenVAS
8
or Nessus

9
, for

example, this information is collected and compared to platform

data stored in individual entries of the NVD [19]. This way, all

currently existing vulnerabilities for the network infrastructure are

identified and made available for further assessment steps.

Code. As part of the test phase during development, methods of

static code analysis are used to search for suspicious patterns in

the source code of a software in order to identify vulnerabilities [7,

14]. Weaknesses such as buffer overflows, which are often used

to crash applications in cyber attacks, occur in certain patterns

depending on the programming language, which complicates the

static analyses and requires special tools [32, 56]. Tools, such as

SonarQube
10
or FindBugs/Spotbugs,

11
are used during development

to identify vulnerabilities that may later lead to vulnerabilities when

the software is released and used in practice [1].

Web Applications. For web application, Cross Site Scripting (XSS)

and various types of injections such as SQL, header or command are

themost dangerous attacks [11, 24]. Theseweaknesses are identified

during development by analyzing the code base [23]. Software and

penetration testing is used to determine weaknesses software stack

8
www.OpenVAS.org

9
www.tenable.com/products/nessus/nessus-professional

10
www.sonarqube.org

11
spotbugs.github.io

on both the server and the user side [20]. Scanners, such as Vega
12

and Wapiti,
13

scan web applications for known security problems.

Existing approaches, solutions, and tools only focus on the anal-

ysis of a limited or specific part of the attack surface that a software

system can offer. They usually only try to prevent vulnerabilities

during development, or work at a certain level of abstraction, for ex-

ample, systems in a network infrastructure. In our project we want

to focus on the entire threat level of a software system or a land-

scape. Furthermore, we want to consider all affected configurations

and dependencies. Although web application scanners analyze the

server and installed software components, only those components

that are required for the web application are considered.

Security in Software Product Lines. The consideration of security

is also highly relevant for SPLs, because even a single vulnerability

can cause issues in all derived products. Mellado et al. [38] provide

an approach to manage security requirements and the variable ar-

tifacts already in the early stages of SPL development. A uniform

conceptual framework is necessary to address security concerns in

software families with variants of security solutions and different

security goals per product [51]. Myllärniemi et al. [40] describe an

approach for modeling functional and security variability with secu-

rity engineering concepts. In our approach we want to analyze the

information about vulnerable software systems using techniques

of SPL engineering instead of focusing on an SPLs’ security.

5 CONCLUSION
Information about vulnerabilities in software systems is scattered

as artifacts across different databases and shows fluctuations in

quality and granularity. Even the vulnerability analysis of a single

software system generates a huge variability space of vulnerabil-

ities, if all affected configurations and dependencies are consid-

ered. It is a challenging task for any security-related stakeholder

to determine the threat level, as a comprehensive aggregation of

information is required. In this paper, we described vulnerability

feature models that help to overcome the limitations of current

databases and provide a homogeneous view on all vulnerabilities,

configurations and dependencies, and allow the management of

the resulting variability. We reported on a research plan for our

project on the model-based evaluation of vulnerabilities. This in-

cludes the definition of objectives, focusing on different research

areas related to vulnerability feature models and their application

in the vulnerability management process. In the first objective, we

want to analyze and extract the variability of vulnerabilities so that

we can design and develop a technique to synthesize vulnerability

feature models. The second objective comprises the application of

our model in the vulnerability management process. To support

different disciplines, we evaluate the determination of the threat

level of software systems, the analysis of risk and severity of vulner-

abilities and optimizations that are used to reduce risk and severity

through alternative configurations. In our third objective, we want

examine how the evolution affects the model and the analyses based

on it, and how this information is used together with the tools and

analysis mechanisms available for feature models to detect missing

vulnerabilities and verify existing vulnerabilities.

12
subgraph.com/vega

13
wapiti.sourceforge.io
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